
Ten books that have had a significant im-Ten books that have had a significant im-

pact on my professional life: an invitationpact on my professional life: an invitation

to what? To pomposity, self-advertisementto what? To pomposity, self-advertisement

and self-deception – or perhaps self-and self-deception – or perhaps self-

revelation? After all, for my generationrevelation? After all, for my generation

you are what you read, not what you stuffyou are what you read, not what you stuff

in your mouth. The problem is ‘ten’: notin your mouth. The problem is ‘ten’: not

one, not one hundred. ‘One’ invites theone, not one hundred. ‘One’ invites the

arch, thearch, the Kama SutraKama Sutra, or more truthfully, or more truthfully

thethe Penguin Guide to Jazz on CDPenguin Guide to Jazz on CD. ‘One. ‘One

hundred’ is easy, assuming you can layhundred’ is easy, assuming you can lay

claim to having read a hundred books rele-claim to having read a hundred books rele-

vant to your professional life, because therevant to your professional life, because there

is safety in numbers and no one will spotis safety in numbers and no one will spot

you among the volumes. Ten, however,you among the volumes. Ten, however,

given even a modicum of honesty, invitesgiven even a modicum of honesty, invites

an act of exposure – indecent exposure.an act of exposure – indecent exposure.

Previous contributors have usuallyPrevious contributors have usually

considered their book choices under sepa-considered their book choices under sepa-

rate headings, each book an object whichrate headings, each book an object which

they evaluate, respond to, praise, and passthey evaluate, respond to, praise, and pass

on. This is surely the best and properon. This is surely the best and proper

approach, but one that my enmeshedapproach, but one that my enmeshed

relationship with the written word makesrelationship with the written word makes

virtually impossible.virtually impossible.

My attitude to books is ambivalent. InMy attitude to books is ambivalent. In

childhood and early adolescence they werechildhood and early adolescence they were

a bulwark against the outside world. Escap-a bulwark against the outside world. Escap-

ing at least in part from the thrall of booksing at least in part from the thrall of books

was a necessary step toward living in somewas a necessary step toward living in some

semblance of a shared reality. I was drivensemblance of a shared reality. I was driven

from the womb of the local public library,from the womb of the local public library,

and from my book-filled bedroom, by theand from my book-filled bedroom, by the

imperative of a sexual desire no longerimperative of a sexual desire no longer

controlled by solitary and vicarious satis-controlled by solitary and vicarious satis-

factions. Ever since then, the probabilityfactions. Ever since then, the probability

of lapsing back into an autistic existenceof lapsing back into an autistic existence

in a public reading room has dogged myin a public reading room has dogged my

heels. Books are the ever-present alternativeheels. Books are the ever-present alternative

reality, the temptation which when fullyreality, the temptation which when fully

indulged will return me to that solitary timeindulged will return me to that solitary time

out of time.out of time.

Freud’sFreud’s Case HistoriesCase Histories

Books might have been displaced from totalBooks might have been displaced from total

hegemony over my adolescent world buthegemony over my adolescent world but

they continued to direct and limit mythey continued to direct and limit my

options. Medicine was chosen as the onlyoptions. Medicine was chosen as the only

possible future while I was immersed inpossible future while I was immersed in

the pages of the likes of George Sava’sthe pages of the likes of George Sava’s AllAll

This and Surgery TooThis and Surgery Too, in Garet Rogers’, in Garet Rogers’

Brother SurgeonsBrother Surgeons (a fictional account of(a fictional account of

William and John Hunter), in AndreWilliam and John Hunter), in André

Soubiron’s stories of medical school life inSoubiron’s stories of medical school life in

Paris and even, it has to be admitted, inParis and even, it has to be admitted, in

Richard Gordon’s fantasies of medical life.Richard Gordon’s fantasies of medical life.

Psychiatry became a future possibility whenPsychiatry became a future possibility when

an indulgent librarian gave me access to thean indulgent librarian gave me access to the

locked cupboard for salacious books, wherelocked cupboard for salacious books, where

Rabelais, Zola, Casanova and LawrenceRabelais, Zola, Casanova and Lawrence

rubbed spines with an edition of Freud’srubbed spines with an edition of Freud’s

Case HistoriesCase Histories (Freud, 1906–1920). I was(Freud, 1906–1920). I was

captivated by Freud’s stories of the relation-captivated by Freud’s stories of the relation-

ship between extraordinary behaviours, par-ship between extraordinary behaviours, par-

ticularly extraordinary sexual behaviours,ticularly extraordinary sexual behaviours,

and his patients’ internal worlds of fantasyand his patients’ internal worlds of fantasy

and desire.and desire. Here were humans laid bare,Here were humans laid bare,

stripped of their capacities to intimidatestripped of their capacities to intimidate

and control, a comforting vision for anand control, a comforting vision for an

anxious, oversensitive adolescent terrifiedanxious, oversensitive adolescent terrified

of other people. Freud’s case histories areof other people. Freud’s case histories are

for the most part mystery stories, with con-for the most part mystery stories, with con-

voluted plots and as many surprise twists asvoluted plots and as many surprise twists as

Agatha Christie managed at her best. TheyAgatha Christie managed at her best. They

usually lack an actual murder, althoughusually lack an actual murder, although

murderous fantasies abound, but then whymurderous fantasies abound, but then why

the Wolf Man has a predilection forthe Wolf Man has a predilection for coituscoitus

a tergoa tergo is at least as interesting as the pro-is at least as interesting as the pro-

pensities of a Hannibal Lecter. It is entirelypensities of a Hannibal Lecter. It is entirely

appropriate that Sigmund Freud was nomi-appropriate that Sigmund Freud was nomi-

nated for the Nobel Prize for Literature,nated for the Nobel Prize for Literature,

and it will be a loss when mental healthand it will be a loss when mental health

professionals cease to read these dramas ofprofessionals cease to read these dramas of

the internal world – and an even greater lossthe internal world – and an even greater loss

if they lose curiosity about the mysteries ofif they lose curiosity about the mysteries of

human behaviour that generated thesehuman behaviour that generated these

narratives.narratives.

Man IntoWolfMan IntoWolf

Forensic psychiatry first entered my worldForensic psychiatry first entered my world

at about the same time as Freud when Iat about the same time as Freud when I

readread Man Into WolfMan Into Wolf by Robert Eisler, pur-by Robert Eisler, pur-

chased for a few pence at the Farringdonchased for a few pence at the Farringdon

Road book market. This book still sits onRoad book market. This book still sits on

my shelves; a curiosity with a brief textmy shelves; a curiosity with a brief text

but numerous and extensive notes in whichbut numerous and extensive notes in which

are contained extraordinary accounts ofare contained extraordinary accounts of

murder and mayhem. Eisler’s thesis wasmurder and mayhem. Eisler’s thesis was

that mankind ‘developed its present preda-that mankind ‘developed its present preda-

tory, murderous and jealous habits onlytory, murderous and jealous habits only

under extreme environmental pressure [andunder extreme environmental pressure [and

by the] imitation of the blood-lustfulby the] imitation of the blood-lustful

enemies of its own species’ (Eisler, 1950:enemies of its own species’ (Eisler, 1950:

p. 51). Fortunately this optimistic thesisp. 51). Fortunately this optimistic thesis

did not prevent detailed descriptions ofdid not prevent detailed descriptions of

such blood-crazed mimesis. Was I capti-such blood-crazed mimesis. Was I capti-

vated by the voyeurism, or by a sense thatvated by the voyeurism, or by a sense that

here were real questions about humanhere were real questions about human

destructiveness worthy of rigorous studydestructiveness worthy of rigorous study

and thought? Perhaps the superficiallyand thought? Perhaps the superficially

acceptable motivation was masking theacceptable motivation was masking the

true, but embarrassing, drive. After all, ittrue, but embarrassing, drive. After all, it

is so much easier to admit to voyeurism.is so much easier to admit to voyeurism.

The Divided SelfThe Divided Self

The 1960s were a fortunate time to be aThe 1960s were a fortunate time to be a

student in London. Even our medicalstudent in London. Even our medical

school was briefly touched by hope andschool was briefly touched by hope and

its progeny, revolt. Study groups did notits progeny, revolt. Study groups did not

exactly flourish but they briefly flowered,exactly flourish but they briefly flowered,

with readings of Marx, Freud, Althusserwith readings of Marx, Freud, Althusser

and Mao, interspersed with cannabis andand Mao, interspersed with cannabis and

the still entirely legal hallucinogens. Whichthe still entirely legal hallucinogens. Which

books stand out from this time as relevantbooks stand out from this time as relevant

to my psychiatric development? First andto my psychiatric development? First and

foremost Ronald Laing’sforemost Ronald Laing’s The Divided SelfThe Divided Self,,

with Sartre’swith Sartre’s Being and NothingnessBeing and Nothingness andand

Marcuse’sMarcuse’s Reason and RevolutionReason and Revolution closeclose

behind. It is easy to dismiss Laing as partbehind. It is easy to dismiss Laing as part

of youthful 1960s enthusiasms, as blind toof youthful 1960s enthusiasms, as blind to

the nature of the world as to the painfulthe nature of the world as to the painful

realities of serious psychiatric disorder.realities of serious psychiatric disorder.

Laing, particularly inLaing, particularly in The Divided SelfThe Divided Self,,

brought the reader into a sympathetic colli-brought the reader into a sympathetic colli-

sion with the distressed and disintegratingsion with the distressed and disintegrating

worlds of young people with schizophrenia.worlds of young people with schizophrenia.

Moreover, he offered insights into ourMoreover, he offered insights into our

psychological functioning which went farpsychological functioning which went far

beyond the worlds of madness. On reread-beyond the worlds of madness. On reread-

inging The Divided SelfThe Divided Self I noted a number ofI noted a number of

formulations that I have usurped so oftenformulations that I have usurped so often

over the years as a therapist, I had comeover the years as a therapist, I had come

to regard them as my own. For example:to regard them as my own. For example:

‘The isolation of the self is a corollaryof the need‘The isolation of the self is a corollaryof the need
to control . . . he prefers to steal rather than toto control . . . he prefers to steal rather than to
give, to give rather than have anything takengive, to give rather than have anything taken
from him . . . [but] the individual who is sure offrom him . . . [but] the individual who is sure of
his own being does not require to adopt suchhis own being does not require to adopt such
measures’ (Laing,1959: 83).measures’ (Laing,1959: 83).

The Divided SelfThe Divided Self emerges out of psy-emerges out of psy-

choanalytic thought and practice. Thechoanalytic thought and practice. The

influences of Winnicott and the object rela-influences of Winnicott and the object rela-

tions theorists, notably Guntrip, are clear.tions theorists, notably Guntrip, are clear.
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It is, however, at a vast remove from Freud.It is, however, at a vast remove from Freud.

Freud, for all the poetic complexity of hisFreud, for all the poetic complexity of his

models of the mind, remained, like hismodels of the mind, remained, like his

near-contemporary Kraepelin, a physiciannear-contemporary Kraepelin, a physician

observing pathology in the patient. Laing,observing pathology in the patient. Laing,

in contrast, sits with a fellow-sufferer,in contrast, sits with a fellow-sufferer,

exploring together, not looking at or sub-exploring together, not looking at or sub-

jecting to dispassionate analysis. Laing’sjecting to dispassionate analysis. Laing’s

sharing was later to slide into identifica-sharing was later to slide into identifica-

tion, and finally into romanticisation, intion, and finally into romanticisation, in

which the ‘being with’ was to be lost inwhich the ‘being with’ was to be lost in

self-indulgent dramaturgy. Inself-indulgent dramaturgy. In The DividedThe Divided

SelfSelf, however, we have a troubled genius, however, we have a troubled genius

at the height of his powers, and it is a mis-at the height of his powers, and it is a mis-

take to devalue this book on the basis oftake to devalue this book on the basis of

what was to follow.what was to follow.

Madness and CivilizationMadness and Civilization
Foucault is here because I know he influ-Foucault is here because I know he influ-

enced me. I did not just read his books inenced me. I did not just read his books in

the late 1960s and early 1970s, I pored overthe late 1960s and early 1970s, I pored over

them. I took from them what I needed, irre-them. I took from them what I needed, irre-

spective, I suspect, of whether my readingspective, I suspect, of whether my reading

bore any relationship to the text. Rereadingbore any relationship to the text. Rereading

him today is frankly rather embarrassing.him today is frankly rather embarrassing.

Unlike rereading Laing, it is not a joyfulUnlike rereading Laing, it is not a joyful

return to a half-forgotten pleasant land, itreturn to a half-forgotten pleasant land, it

is an ‘Oh my God, why did I bother’.is an ‘Oh my God, why did I bother’.

Foucault, for all his grandiloquent posturingFoucault, for all his grandiloquent posturing

and lack of interest in those little matters ofand lack of interest in those little matters of

historical and scientific evidence, seemed tohistorical and scientific evidence, seemed to

me to expose the mechanisms of power andme to expose the mechanisms of power and

how it relates to the way we both constructhow it relates to the way we both construct

and impose views of the world. Foucaultand impose views of the world. Foucault

wallowed in obscurantism, but back then Iwallowed in obscurantism, but back then I

thought he was rescued by a playful latitudi-thought he was rescued by a playful latitudi-

narianism and the creation in the reader ofnarianism and the creation in the reader of

moments of insight which, however chimae-moments of insight which, however chimae-

ric, brought a semblance of intellectualric, brought a semblance of intellectual

satisfaction. He writes, for example,satisfaction. He writes, for example,

‘What we call psychiatric practice is a certain‘What we call psychiatric practice is a certain
moral tactic contemporary with the end of themoral tactic contemporary with the end of the
eighteenth century, preserved in the rites of asy-eighteenth century, preserved in the rites of asy-
lum life, and overlaid by the myths of positivism’lum life, and overlaid by themyths of positivism’
(Foucault,1961: p. 277).(Foucault,1961: p. 277).

So apparently profound, but what doesSo apparently profound, but what does

it mean? Is this anything more than ait mean? Is this anything more than a

delightfully frothy conceit? Foucault’s quo-delightfully frothy conceit? Foucault’s quo-

tations, generalisations and above all histations, generalisations and above all his

denunciations tumble over each other,denunciations tumble over each other,

creating a portentous jumble. Paradox,creating a portentous jumble. Paradox,

declamation, denunciation sailing on a seadeclamation, denunciation sailing on a sea

of dubious scholarship. Why continue toof dubious scholarship. Why continue to

give house room to such silliness? Perhapsgive house room to such silliness? Perhaps

for auld lang’s syne. Perhaps because he justfor auld lang’s syne. Perhaps because he just

seemed so so intellectual.seemed so so intellectual.

Jaspers’Jaspers’ General PsychopathologyGeneral Psychopathology
Training at the Maudsley in the early 1970sTraining at the Maudsley in the early 1970s

still entailed reading books. A few standstill entailed reading books. A few stand

out, above all Karl Jaspers’out, above all Karl Jaspers’ GeneralGeneral

PsychopathologyPsychopathology, which remains the psy-, which remains the psy-

chiatric text I visit most often. Perhapschiatric text I visit most often. Perhaps

now such visits are more about the reassur-now such visits are more about the reassur-

ance of the familiar than the search for newance of the familiar than the search for new

insights, but even after all these years it is ainsights, but even after all these years it is a

work that can challenge and (if you willwork that can challenge and (if you will

forgive the word) inspire. Recently studyingforgive the word) inspire. Recently studying

once again what Jaspers wrote about quer-once again what Jaspers wrote about quer-

ulousness and the development of delusion,ulousness and the development of delusion,

I was confronted with the realisation that II was confronted with the realisation that I

had seriously misread him in the past on ahad seriously misread him in the past on a

number of critical issues. As a matter of factnumber of critical issues. As a matter of fact

I prefer my misreadings to the original, butI prefer my misreadings to the original, but

I remain engaged and willing to be per-I remain engaged and willing to be per-

suaded otherwise. Sadly, recommendingsuaded otherwise. Sadly, recommending

General PsychopathologyGeneral Psychopathology to trainees hasto trainees has

rarely produced benefits. Perhaps Jaspersrarely produced benefits. Perhaps Jaspers

is too much part of the philosophical andis too much part of the philosophical and

ideological environment of middle Europeideological environment of middle Europe

in the early years of the 20th century toin the early years of the 20th century to

be easily accessible to those of the anglo-be easily accessible to those of the anglo-

phonic 21st century. Can Jaspers bephonic 21st century. Can Jaspers be

usefully read by someone for whomusefully read by someone for whom

Nietzsche, Husserl and Hegel are at bestNietzsche, Husserl and Hegel are at best

mere names? Ifmere names? If General PsychopathologyGeneral Psychopathology

is now part of psychiatry’s history, we canis now part of psychiatry’s history, we can

only hope some equally open-minded butonly hope some equally open-minded but

rigorous and learned text soon emerges thatrigorous and learned text soon emerges that

places for new generations the centralplaces for new generations the central

issues of today’s mental health disciplinesissues of today’s mental health disciplines

in the cultural, philosophical and scientificin the cultural, philosophical and scientific

context of their century.context of their century.

Mental Disorder in Earlier BritainMental Disorder in Earlier Britain

Reading history has been a lifelong plea-Reading history has been a lifelong plea-

sure, although histories of medicine andsure, although histories of medicine and

psychiatry have had no particular priority.psychiatry have had no particular priority.

Nevertheless, it is partly through the prismNevertheless, it is partly through the prism

of history that I view such matters as mad-of history that I view such matters as mad-

ness, emotion, desire, treatments and theness, emotion, desire, treatments and the

development of mental health services.development of mental health services.

Choosing an example of a book on theChoosing an example of a book on the

history of psychiatry that has had particularhistory of psychiatry that has had particular

influence is no easy matter. Should itinfluence is no easy matter. Should it

be Rosen’sbe Rosen’s Madness in SocietyMadness in Society, any of a, any of a

number of Roy Porter’s volumes, Henrinumber of Roy Porter’s volumes, Henri

Ellenberger’sEllenberger’s The Discovery of the Uncon-The Discovery of the Uncon-

sciousscious (a delight to read, although its short-(a delight to read, although its short-

comings as history may irritate latter-daycomings as history may irritate latter-day

pedants) or even Hunter & MacAlpine’spedants) or even Hunter & MacAlpine’s

selected texts fromselected texts from Three Hundred YearsThree Hundred Years

of Psychiatryof Psychiatry? In the end I nominate Basil? In the end I nominate Basil

Clarke’sClarke’s Mental Disorder in Earlier BritainMental Disorder in Earlier Britain..

Part of Clarke’s book examines contempor-Part of Clarke’s book examines contempor-

ary accounts of the mental disorder ofary accounts of the mental disorder of

Henry VI and the cult that grew up aroundHenry VI and the cult that grew up around

him after his murder in 1471. Clarke’shim after his murder in 1471. Clarke’s

scholarship gives the lie to theories aboutscholarship gives the lie to theories about

the invention of psychiatry in the 19th cen-the invention of psychiatry in the 19th cen-

tury as an extension of medical hegemony,tury as an extension of medical hegemony,

and here are to be found at least some ofand here are to be found at least some of

the answers to those who would use gapsthe answers to those who would use gaps

in the historical record to postulate thein the historical record to postulate the

emergence of schizophreniaemergence of schizophrenia de novode novo inin

18th-century Europe.18th-century Europe.

Crime and Insanity in EnglandCrime and Insanity in England

The book that has had the greatest impactThe book that has had the greatest impact

on me in forensic practice is also in part his-on me in forensic practice is also in part his-

torical. I bought the first volume of Walkertorical. I bought the first volume of Walker

& McCabe’s& McCabe’s Crime and Insanity in Eng-Crime and Insanity in Eng-

landland in 1973 and read it from cover toin 1973 and read it from cover to

cover over a weekend on call. It is that kindcover over a weekend on call. It is that kind

of book, but it is also a book I return toof book, but it is also a book I return to

again and again when considering issuesagain and again when considering issues

of insanity, automatism and even psycho-of insanity, automatism and even psycho-

pathy. Lawyers tell more good stories thanpathy. Lawyers tell more good stories than

psychiatrists, and Walker & McCabepsychiatrists, and Walker & McCabe

exploit to great effect the writings of courtexploit to great effect the writings of court

reporters and verbatim accounts of evi-reporters and verbatim accounts of evi-

dence. For example, in the trial in 1760 ofdence. For example, in the trial in 1760 of

Earl Ferris for shooting dead one of hisEarl Ferris for shooting dead one of his

servants, the then Physician Superintendentservants, the then Physician Superintendent

of Bethlem, John Monro, gave evidence.of Bethlem, John Monro, gave evidence.

Walker & McCabe reproduce part of theWalker & McCabe reproduce part of the

cross-examination of this psychiatrist bycross-examination of this psychiatrist by

the accused, who is attempting to establishthe accused, who is attempting to establish

his own insanity:his own insanity:

‘Q.Whether spitting in the looking-glass, clench-‘Q.Whether spitting in the looking-glass, clench-
ing the fist and making mouths is a symptom ofing the fist and making mouths is a symptom of
lunacy?lunacy?
A.Ihave frequently seen such in lunatic persons.A.I have frequently seen such in lunatic persons.
Q.Whether walking in the room, talking to him-Q.Whether walking in the room, talking to him-
self and making odd gestures, are symptoms ofself and making odd gestures, are symptoms of
lunacy?lunacy?
A.Verycommon ones.A.Verycommon ones.
Q.Whetherdrinkingcoffeehotoutofthe spoutofQ.Whetherdrinkingcoffeehotoutofthe spoutof
the pot is a symptomof lunacy?the pot is a symptomof lunacy?
A.I shouldthinkitoneinthepresentcase, thoughA.I shouldthinkitoneinthepresentcase, though
it is not a general one’ (Walker & McCabe,1968:it is not a general one’ (Walker & McCabe,1968:
p.61).p.61).

I have experienced less pertinent cross-I have experienced less pertinent cross-

examinations in today’s courts. If onlyexaminations in today’s courts. If only

there were more books like this, in whichthere were more books like this, in which

scholarship and relevance go hand in hand.scholarship and relevance go hand in hand.

TheWretched of The EarthTheWretched of The Earth

Reading philosophy is an occasional profes-Reading philosophy is an occasional profes-

sional influence. Philosophy as a disciplinesional influence. Philosophy as a discipline

has never interested me particularly, onlyhas never interested me particularly, only

how such ideas can be appropriated – andhow such ideas can be appropriated – and

misappropriated – in the pursuit of purelymisappropriated – in the pursuit of purely

psychiatric ends. I read philosophy withpsychiatric ends. I read philosophy with

unselfconscious superficiality, like a jack-unselfconscious superficiality, like a jack-

daw picking out the shiny bits which catchdaw picking out the shiny bits which catch

my eye. Some sort of background ideologymy eye. Some sort of background ideology

was acquired in youth from reading Marxwas acquired in youth from reading Marx

and Nietzsche, and something must haveand Nietzsche, and something must have

remained from my regular, if desultory,remained from my regular, if desultory,
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reading of certain contemporary philoso-reading of certain contemporary philoso-

phers such as Solomons, Lyotard, Mac-phers such as Solomons, Lyotard, Mac-

Intyre and Hacking. In my first draft ofIntyre and Hacking. In my first draft of

this essay, Max Scheler’sthis essay, Max Scheler’s RessentimentRessentiment oc-oc-

cupied this spot for a philosophy book. Itcupied this spot for a philosophy book. It

became clear, however, that none of thebecame clear, however, that none of the

ten books I had selected was written by aten books I had selected was written by a

practising psychiatrist, unless you count apractising psychiatrist, unless you count a

neurologist turned psychotherapist, a psy-neurologist turned psychotherapist, a psy-

chiatrist who gave up medicine in his youthchiatrist who gave up medicine in his youth

in favour of philosophy, or a psychoanalystin favour of philosophy, or a psychoanalyst

turned guru. I needed a practising mentalturned guru. I needed a practising mental

health professional as author, not anhealth professional as author, not an

eccentric phenomenologist and theologianeccentric phenomenologist and theologian

like Scheler. Frantz Fanon qualifies as alike Scheler. Frantz Fanon qualifies as a

psychiatrist. That he was a clinical psy-psychiatrist. That he was a clinical psy-

chiatrist was important for me when finallychiatrist was important for me when finally

making my commitment to psychiatry,making my commitment to psychiatry,

because he legitimised the specialty in thebecause he legitimised the specialty in the

eyes of a youthful iconoclastic malcontent.eyes of a youthful iconoclastic malcontent.

It could be argued that Fanon was less aIt could be argued that Fanon was less a

philosopher and more a political theoristphilosopher and more a political theorist

but, as the man said, it is the job of philoso-but, as the man said, it is the job of philoso-

phy not just to explain the world but tophy not just to explain the world but to

change it.change it. The Wretched of The EarthThe Wretched of The Earth raisesraises

for me the nature of impact and influence.for me the nature of impact and influence.

Why were Fanon’s writings an influence?Why were Fanon’s writings an influence?

Why were they important to me? Suffi-Why were they important to me? Suffi-

ciently important for a dedicated monoglotciently important for a dedicated monoglot

to drag himself through one volume ofto drag himself through one volume of

Fanon’s then untranslated essays in the ori-Fanon’s then untranslated essays in the ori-

ginal French. Readingginal French. Reading The Wretched of TheThe Wretched of The

EarthEarth today it seems curiously tame, eventoday it seems curiously tame, even

tendentious – not to say banal – in parts.tendentious – not to say banal – in parts.

Was the excitement it once generated cre-Was the excitement it once generated cre-

ated by the image (an image worth repeat-ated by the image (an image worth repeat-

ing, doubtless, but an image nevertheless)ing, doubtless, but an image nevertheless)

of the dedicated revolutionary doctor sacri-of the dedicated revolutionary doctor sacri-

ficing himself in a foreign land in the causeficing himself in a foreign land in the cause

of the oppressed? Fanon’s writings have notof the oppressed? Fanon’s writings have not

become less relevant with the passing of thebecome less relevant with the passing of the

years. Perhaps they have never been moreyears. Perhaps they have never been more

relevant as I write, with certain Westernrelevant as I write, with certain Western

leaders apparently on the brink of reimpos-leaders apparently on the brink of reimpos-

ing colonial domination over the Musliming colonial domination over the Muslim

world, or at least over the only bit thatworld, or at least over the only bit that

now matters, the bit with the oil. Whatnow matters, the bit with the oil. What

Fanon had to say has been subsumed intoFanon had to say has been subsumed into

mainstream thought, even into mainstreammainstream thought, even into mainstream

psychiatry where his ideas about reactivepsychiatry where his ideas about reactive

psychosis (touchingly mistranslated in thepsychosis (touchingly mistranslated in the

Penguin edition as ‘reactionary psychosis’)Penguin edition as ‘reactionary psychosis’)

and the psychological impact of victimisa-and the psychological impact of victimisa-

tion are now commonplace. Once he wastion are now commonplace. Once he was

a hero; now, just a reminder not to despair.a hero; now, just a reminder not to despair.

Decline and Fall of the Roman EmpireDecline and Fall of the Roman Empire

Many years ago I remember coming acrossMany years ago I remember coming across

in thein the LancetLancet oror BMJBMJ Michael Shepherd’sMichael Shepherd’s

personal list of essential books for a psy-personal list of essential books for a psy-

chiatrist. Included, if my memory serves,chiatrist. Included, if my memory serves,

were the works of Freud, naturally in thewere the works of Freud, naturally in the

complete edition, Isaac Deutscher’s biogra-complete edition, Isaac Deutscher’s biogra-

phy of Stalin, and Gibbon’sphy of Stalin, and Gibbon’s Decline andDecline and

Fall of The Roman EmpireFall of The Roman Empire. I could not be-. I could not be-

lieve at the time that my own tastes could inlieve at the time that my own tastes could in

any way overlap with this doyen, not to sayany way overlap with this doyen, not to say

mandarin, of psychiatry. Now it is my turnmandarin, of psychiatry. Now it is my turn

to add Edward Gibbon to a similar list.to add Edward Gibbon to a similar list.

Over my desk is a quotation fromOver my desk is a quotation from

Gibbon’s autobiography: ‘the power ofGibbon’s autobiography: ‘the power of

instruction is seldom of much efficacy,instruction is seldom of much efficacy,

except in those happy dispositions whereexcept in those happy dispositions where

it is almost superfluous’. Delightfully irri-it is almost superfluous’. Delightfully irri-

tating, not to students, but to many visitingtating, not to students, but to many visiting

academics. Gibbon warned against enthu-academics. Gibbon warned against enthu-

siasms, distrusted the crowd and reducedsiasms, distrusted the crowd and reduced

the beliefs of the commonality to laughablethe beliefs of the commonality to laughable

absurdities by yoking irony and scepticismabsurdities by yoking irony and scepticism

to his cart of scholarship. Nevertheless, heto his cart of scholarship. Nevertheless, he

remained the optimistic man of reason,remained the optimistic man of reason,

writing:writing:

‘man’s progress in the improvement and exercise‘man’s progress in the improvement and exercise
of his mental and corporeal faculties has beenof his mental and corporeal faculties has been
irregular and slow. . . yet the experience of fourirregular and slow. . . yet the experience of four
thousand years should enlarge our hopes andthousand years should enlarge our hopes and
diminish our apprehensions; we cannot deter-diminish our apprehensions; we cannot deter-
mine to what height the human species maymine to what height the human species may
aspire in their advances toward perfection; butaspire in their advances toward perfection; but
it may safely be presumed, that no people,it may safely be presumed, that no people,
unless the face of nature is changed, will relapseunless the face of nature is changed, will relapse
into their original barbarism’ (Gibbon, 1776^into their original barbarism’ (Gibbon, 1776^
1788: p. 1055).1788: p. 1055).

Amen to that.Amen to that.

The LancetThe Lancet, 1963^1970, 1963^1970

Missing so far are influences on the aspectsMissing so far are influences on the aspects

of my professional life involved withof my professional life involved with

research. Our central task as health profes-research. Our central task as health profes-

sionals is to mediate the medical sciencessionals is to mediate the medical sciences

for the benefit of our patients and, for thefor the benefit of our patients and, for the

privileged few, to contribute to thatprivileged few, to contribute to that

science. When I was a medical studentscience. When I was a medical student

The LancetThe Lancet offered student subscriptionsoffered student subscriptions

at a rate within the reach of even the impe-at a rate within the reach of even the impe-

cunious.cunious. The LancetThe Lancet began to arrive weeklybegan to arrive weekly

when I was still a preclinical student. Hav-when I was still a preclinical student. Hav-

ing no precedents to draw on, I read eaching no precedents to draw on, I read each

issue as if it were a book, starting at theissue as if it were a book, starting at the

editorials and ending at the public healtheditorials and ending at the public health

statistics. After all, even at a bargain pricestatistics. After all, even at a bargain price

each journal cost as much as a second-handeach journal cost as much as a second-hand

novel, and I wanted reading value to com-novel, and I wanted reading value to com-

pensate. This ritual continued until after Ipensate. This ritual continued until after I

qualified and obtained a junior researchqualified and obtained a junior research

fellowship, when I soon learnt that journalsfellowship, when I soon learnt that journals

were for storing not for reading. When Iwere for storing not for reading. When I

began readingbegan reading The LancetThe Lancet it was for meit was for me

little more than hieroglyphs interspersedlittle more than hieroglyphs interspersed

with constipated little sentences on themeswith constipated little sentences on themes

of mind-numbing obscurity. In a relativelyof mind-numbing obscurity. In a relatively

brief time it became an entirely familiarbrief time it became an entirely familiar

and accessible world. Reading a good jour-and accessible world. Reading a good jour-

nal regularly is like watching a soap opera:nal regularly is like watching a soap opera:

the same characters keep reappearing,the same characters keep reappearing,

shifting their allegiances, having theirshifting their allegiances, having their

moments of drama and then fading intomoments of drama and then fading into

the background. Good papers, like goodthe background. Good papers, like good

characters, were clearly articulated andcharacters, were clearly articulated and

moved the plot forward; the poor onesmoved the plot forward; the poor ones

were confusing, self-contradictory and tookwere confusing, self-contradictory and took

us nowhere in particular.us nowhere in particular. The LancetThe Lancet was awas a

special refuge from so much of medicalspecial refuge from so much of medical

practice as it revealed itself to a studentpractice as it revealed itself to a student

of my generation. There were good tea-of my generation. There were good tea-

chers, well informed and open-minded,chers, well informed and open-minded,

but there were far too many who werebut there were far too many who were

arrogant, opinionated oafs who placed theirarrogant, opinionated oafs who placed their

own prejudices (i.e. clinical experience)own prejudices (i.e. clinical experience)

before the research findings of their betters.before the research findings of their betters.

These pompous ignoramuses wanted toThese pompous ignoramuses wanted to

teach us to be ‘real doctors’ whose author-teach us to be ‘real doctors’ whose author-

ity would lie, like theirs, in position andity would lie, like theirs, in position and

power. They called it learning the practicepower. They called it learning the practice

of medicine, learning to communicate, theyof medicine, learning to communicate, they

called it etiquette (now they call it ethics),called it etiquette (now they call it ethics),

they claimed it was 90% of good medicine.they claimed it was 90% of good medicine.

They still do, and they are still fools tryingThey still do, and they are still fools trying

to exert personal power separated from theto exert personal power separated from the

science that is their only justification forscience that is their only justification for

being. The weeklybeing. The weekly LancetLancet made it possiblemade it possible

to avoid being entirely intimidated by theto avoid being entirely intimidated by the

vaunting power of such ignorance. Itvaunting power of such ignorance. It

helped to keep alive the hope of a medicinehelped to keep alive the hope of a medicine

whose authority lay primarily on the statuswhose authority lay primarily on the status

of its science, not on the position andof its science, not on the position and

personal qualities, however commendable,personal qualities, however commendable,

of its practitioners. Such are the dreamsof its practitioners. Such are the dreams

of youth.of youth.

ConclusionsConclusions

Now, if this list had not been about theNow, if this list had not been about the

impact on my professional life but aboutimpact on my professional life but about

ten books to take to a desert island, myten books to take to a desert island, my

selection criteria would have been a combi-selection criteria would have been a combi-

nation of length with sufficient quality andnation of length with sufficient quality and

complexity to encourage repeated reading.complexity to encourage repeated reading.

Sadly, on this basis, only Gibbon wouldSadly, on this basis, only Gibbon would

still find its way into my sea chest to sitstill find its way into my sea chest to sit

alongside Leo Tolstoy’salongside Leo Tolstoy’s War and PeaceWar and Peace,,

Charles Dickens’Charles Dickens’ Bleak HouseBleak House, Robert, Robert

Musil’sMusil’s The Man Without QualitiesThe Man Without Qualities, James, James

Joyce’sJoyce’s UlyssesUlysses, Anthony Trollope’s Palliser, Anthony Trollope’s Palliser

novels, Patrick O’Brian’s Aubrey–Maturinnovels, Patrick O’Brian’s Aubrey–Maturin

novels, Marcel Proust’snovels, Marcel Proust’s RemembranceRemembrance

of Things Pastof Things Past, Tolkien’s, Tolkien’s Lord of theLord of the

RingsRings and, for those long, lonely nights,and, for those long, lonely nights,

Casanova’sCasanova’s MemoirsMemoirs. So it goes.. So it goes.
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